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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)
Abstract.
Let A be a generator of a submarkovian semigroup in Li{M, dp.).
We investigate the domain of analyticity of exp(-L4) in LP(M, dp) . The
same problem for the generator perturbed by potential is considered.

1. Introduction
Let A be a nonnegative selfadjoint operator in L2(M, dp) such that
exp(-tA) is a bounded semigroup in LP(M, dp) for \/p e [q, q'], ^ + h = 1.
Using Stein's interpolation theorem [St], one can show that exp(-tA) is an analytic semigroup in LP(M, dp), p e (q, q'). Another approach to the proof
of the analyticity is based on sectorialness estimates of the following type

(1.1)

\lm(Apf,f\fr2)\ < c(p) Re(Apf,f\ff~2).

Inequality (1.1) implies that exp(-L4) has an analytic continuation as a semigroup in LP(M, dp) in the sector

{z e C : | argz| < n/2 - arctanc(¿>)}

(see, e.g., [G]). For second-order elliptic differential operators estimates (1.1)
were proved by V. G. Maz'ja and P. E. Sobolevskii [MSo], A. Pazy [P], and
other authors. But in mentioned results the constant c(p) depends also on
the ellipticity constant and the dimension of underground space. In several
particular cases (including Laplace operator) D. Henry [H, §1.6], H. O. Fattorini

[F], and D. Bakry [B] proved (1.1) with

i.e., they obtained the constant which depends on p only. Recently N. Okazawa
[O] and Yu. A. Semenov [Se] extended this result to the case of

A = J2diOijdj in L2(fí, dx), fíe Rd.
'J
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D. Bakry and N. Okazawa have also pointed out that the analyticity sector of
the corresponding semigroup, which can be obtained by using (1.1), is wider
than that obtained by interpolation method.
The aim of this paper is to prove (1.1) with c(p) from (1.2) for any submarkovian generator. In many respects this paper is complementary to [LPSe,
LSel]; we use the technique from these papers and extend some results. Here
we do not give examples, but each example from [LPSe] may be considered in
the spirit of this article. Note also that the operators considered in [F, H, MSo,
P] are particular cases of submarkovian generators.
2. Some preliminaries
In this section we give some notation, definitions, and lemmas which will be
needed later on.
Let (M, p) be a cr-finite measure space. We use the following notation:
IP = LP(M, p); || • ||p is the norm in LP ;

(f, g) = / f(x)gjx~)dp(x) .

Jm
Definition 2.1. We say that A is a generator of a submarkovian semigroup
(submarkovian generator) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) A is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator in L2.

(ii) \\e-'Af\\oo< ll/lloo , V/eL'nL-.
(iii) 0 < f e L2 ==>e~'Af > 0 almost everywhere.
Let A be a selfadjoint operator in L2 . Suppose that

\\e-'Af\\P < N e°"\\f\\p > V/ G Ü n L°° , Vp € \Po, p'0], Po € [1, 2),
for some N, co < oo (primes always denote the dual exponent, i.e., j + jr = 1 )■
Assume that T'p = exp(-tAp) is the closure of exp(-tA) f [L2C\LP] in the space
LP, p e [1, oo), and Tlx = exp(-tAx)* (adjoint operator). (Thus A2 = A.)

Lemma 2.2. For any 1 < p < oo and x, y e C the following inequality holds

true:

(2.1) |Im(* - y)(x\x\e-2 - y\y\p-2)\ < ^0=Re(x

- y)(x\x\<>-2- y\y\"-2).

Proof. Lex z = (x - y)(x\x\p-2 - y\y\p~2) ; then
lmz = (\x\p~2 - |>>|p-2)Im(jcj;)= (\x\p~2 - |j;|p-2)|;c|Msine(j,
Re z = \x\p + \y\p - (\x\p'2 + |y|p-2)Re (xy)

= \x\p + \y\p - \x\\y\(\x\p-2 + \y\p-2)cosco,
where co = arg(xy).
It is clear that Re z ^ 0. Let 5 = |jc| and t = \y\; then we can rewrite (2.1)

in the form
SUP

SUP

F(s,t,CO)4

i,¡€[0,px>)co6(-)i,'i]

-j¡r--7T

,

^\P - l)

where
F(s,t,to)

=

(sp~2 - tp~2)2S2t2(l

- COS2CO)

(sp + tp - st(sp~2 + tp~2) COSto)2 '
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Optimizing F (s, t, co) with respect to cosw, i.e., setting
st(sp-2 + tp~2)

COSCO= —--

sp + t¡>

,

we obtain
(sP-2 - tp~2)2S2t2

(2-2)

F^S'^œ^{s2_t2)is2P-2_t2p-2y

Now using Schwarz's inequality we have

t$P-2 _ tP-2y2= {p_ 2)2( T zP-3 ¿zf = (/, _ 2)2( V zP-\z-\dz)2

<(p-2)2

i* z2p-3dz I* z-*dz

= |^iy(s2/'"2-i2/'"2)(s"2-r2)-

Substituting this inequality into (2.2) yields

Lemma 2.3. For -a/iy 1 < /? < oo a«fi? x, y e C i/zefollowing inequality holds
true:

(2 3)

4^r-M*l!-1 - ?Mf "'12^ Re(x- >0(*l*r2 - W"2)
<a(p)\x\x\t-l-y\y\t-l\2,

where
. .

(M1/"+ l)(M'/"' + l)
ueio.i]

11

(mï + 1)2

P

,
/>

Proof. Let ¿ = Re (x -y)(x\x\p~2 -j>|y|p-2), B = \x\x\l~x -y\y\l-x\2.

Then

A = \x\p + \y\p - (\x\p~2 + |y\p-2)Re(xy),

B = \x\" + \y\p - 2\x\ï-l\y\î-xRe(xy).

Let us denote s = \x\, t = \y\, arg(xp) = co, and cosw = a e [-1, 1]. Then
A = sp + tp - st(sp~2 + tp-2)a,

B = s" + tp - 2sMa.

Inequality (2.3) takes the form

Let
,
A
sp + tp - st(sp~2 + tp~2)a
(j(s, t, a) = — =-=—=-.

V
; B
Simple computations show that

sp + tp-2síiña

dG(s, t, a) <0
da
"^
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Thus using inclusion a e [-1,

1], we have

G(s,t,

l)^-^G(s,t,-l).

By Schwarz's inequality we get
G(s,t,l)
= (s- t)(sp~x - tp-x)(s$ - à)-2

p-i

¡¡dz¡:zp-2dz

P2

p-i

(ftzh-xdz)2

"

P2 ■

It remains only to note that
G(s,t,

-1) = (sp + tp+st(sp-2
<

+ tp-2))(sî + â)~2

SUP (Sp + tp + St(s"-2
s,te[0,<x>)

+ tp~2))(S2

(uxlp + l)(uxlpl + 1)
sup-y±--.

=

u€[0,l]

+ à)~2

D

(Wi + l)2

Remarks. 1. If x, y are real and of the same sign, then a(p) may be changed
by 1. Indeed, in this case a = 1 and the inequality A < B is a consequence of
the Young inequality.
2. The function a(p) has the following properties: a(l) = 2; a(2) =
1 ; a(p) = a(p'), 1 < a(p) < 2 for 1 < p < oo; a(p) decreases on (1,2)
and increases on (2, oo).
For real x, y the left-hand side of (2.3) is a particular case of the more
general inequality of the following type:
(x-y)(<p(x) - (¡>(y))Z const(i/(x) - y/(y))2.
A variant of this inequality was proved in [LSel]. Here we give a different
version:
Lemma 2.4. Let qb: [a, oo) i—y R1 be a nondecreasing function and function \p
be such that (y/')2 -s;</>'
; then for any x, y e [a, oo)

(x-y)(<p(x)-<p(y))^(ip(x)-w(y))2.
Proof. Using Schwarz's inequality we have
(ip(x) - ip(y))2 = (|*

< (|*

y'(z)dz^j

< (/*

¿z)

» (|*

dz^j . (/* <f>'(z)dz^j
=(x-

Remarks. 1. If cf>(x)= x\x\p~2 and y/(x) =

t/(z)2¿z)

y)(<p(x)- 4>(y)). D

Vp~lx\x\$~x,

we obtain the

left-hand side of (2.3).
2. Another example: if <p(x)= ln(x) and y/(x) = 2y/x, a = 0 leads to the
inequality (x-y)(lnx-lny)
> 4(y/x-y/y), which together with (2.3) is useful
for abstraction of Moser's proof of Harnack inequality for second-order elliptic
partial differential equations.
3. Analyticity

of semigroups

In this section we give some consequences of the elementary inequalities from
the preceding section.
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be a submarkovian generator. If f e 2¡(AP) for some
p e (1, +00), then the following inequality holds true:

(3.1)

|Im (Apf,f\f\p~2)\< ^0=Re(Apfi, f\f\p~2).

Proof. Let T' =: T^. For any measurable set G c M we set P(t, -, G) =
T'xg > where x is the characteristic function of G. P(t, •, G) is a finitely

additive set function and P(t, •, M) < 1.
For any simple function / = £*=1 CíXg¡> where {G¡} are disjoint sets of
finite measure, c, e C, let us define
r

k

Jm

/=1

/ P(t,-,dy)f(y) = T'f = Y,ciTtXGr

Then

T'f\f\p-2= J2ci\Ci\p-2T'xGr
1=1

Let et(u, v) = |((1 - T')u,v).
Because of selfadjointness of A and, consequently, of symmetry in (x, y) of the finite additive product-measure
dpt(x, y) = P(t, x, dy) dp(x), the following equalities are valid:

(T'f, /1/r2) = </, rvi/r2)
= l-jdp(x)jp(t,

x, dy)(f(x)W)\f(y)r2

+ f(y)7(xl\f(x)\p-2);
((T'xE)f,f\f\p-2) = {XE,T<\f\p)

= \jdp(x)

jP(t,x,

dy)(\f(x)\p+ \f(y)\p),

where E = IJ/Li G¡. Hence we obtain

e,(f, f\fr2) =jtJdp(x)jp(t,x,dy)(f(x)-f(y))
x(m\f(x)\p-2-W)\fi(y)r2)
+ \((i-T'xE),\fnUsing Lemma 2.2, we have

(3.2)

|Imet(f, f\f\p-2)\^ J^iL

Reet(f, f\f\p~2).

Since the set of simple functions is dense in Lq (1 ^ q < 00), /|/|p_2 € LP',

thus (3.2) holds true for all f e LP. If f e 2¡(AP), letting t -►0 in (3.2)
yields (3.1). D
It is well known (see, e.g., [G, Theorem 1.5.9]) that (3.1) implies
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Corollary 3.2. Let A be a submarkovian generator, then Ap (1 < p < oo)
generates a semigroup which is analytic in the sector

Í
\

n
2

\p-2\\
\
2y/p- 1J

Ep = { z e C : arg z| < - - arctan ' .-'

and || exp(-zAp)\\p¡p ^ 1, Vz e Ep .
Remarks. 1. Stein's interpolation theorem implies that Ap generates a semigroup on LP which is analytic in the sector

■Sp= jze<C:|argz|<!(l-

^~l)}

(see [St]), but simple calculations show that Sp c Ep ; thus Corollary 3.2 improves Stein's result in the submarkovian case.
2. Corollary 3.2 does not give any information for the case p = 1. Nevertheless the analyticity of the semigroup generated by second-order elliptic operators
holds true for quite general conditions on the coefficients [KoSe].
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a submarkovian generator. If f e A&(AP)for some

p e (1, +oo) then /|/|^_1

= gp e 3¡(A^) and the following inequality holds

true.

(3.3)

4P-^\\A±gpf2 < Re(Apf, f\f\p~2) < a(p)\\A^gp\\2

where a(p) is from (2.3) and if f > 0, then a(p) = 1.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 and is based on Lemma 2.3.

Remarks. 1. The inequalities (3.3) for / > 0 are due to [S, V, CKS]. In the
case Im / = 0 the generalization

for the submarkovian

generators acting in LP

was proved in [LSel].
2. Generally, the constant a(p) depends on operator A . For example, if A
is an operator of multiplication by nonnegative measurable function from Lx,
then a(p) may be replaced by 1.
4. Perturbations
In this section we investigate the perturbation of a submarkovian generator A
by a potential, e.g., by the operator of multiplication by a measurable function.
Let F be a real-valued measurable function such that V =V+ -V~, V± ^

0.
We need the following
Definition 4.1.

Let A be a submarkovian

PKfi(A) if 9f((V~)\)^2¡(A\)

generator.

Then we write V~ e

and

II(K-)if ||1 < ß\\Aitp\\l+ C(ß)\\cp\\2, V tpe 3f(Ai)
for some ß e [0, 1), C(ß) >0.
If 3f((V+)^)n2'(Ai)
is dense in L2 and V~ e PKß(A), then the form-sum
H = A + V is well defined (see [K, Chapter 6] ).
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As it was shown in [LSel, LPSe], if V~ e PKß(A), p e [t(ß), t'(ß)], where
t(ß) = —j— and t'(ß) = —j— , then
i+Vi-0
l-v1-

|| exp(-t(A + V + C(ß))f\\p < \\f\\p, V/ e L2 n U.
Thus we can define the operator HP = (A + V)p , where Hp is the generator of
the semigroup which is the closure of exp(-tH) \ \L? n LP].

Theorem 4.2. Let ß e [0, 1), t(ß) = —?—

1+yl— ß

and t'(ß) = —\—,

\ —y\—ß

p e

(t(ß), t'(ß)). Suppose that 3f((V+)t) V\3¡(A\) is dense in L2 and V~ e
PKfi(A). Let CP = (A + V)p + C(ß) ; then

(4.1)

\lm(Cpf, f\f\p-2)\ ^ s Re(Cpf, f\fr2),

V/ e 3(CP),

where

\p-2\
4(p-l)
2jp-=l4(jp-l)-ßp2Hence e~tC" is the semigroup which is analytic in the sector S = {z e C :
|argz| < \ -arctans} and ||e~zC',||p;p -^ 1, Vz e S.
Proof. LeX V+ = max{F+, n}, V~ = max{F" , m} . For any / e 2¡(CP) we
have f = (Cp + l)~xu, where u e U. Let /„,m = (1 + Öp'm))-Xu, where
CJ"'m) = Ap + Vn+- V~ + C(ß). Using the general approximation theorems
(see [K, Chapter VI]) it is easy to check that /„>m —►/ in L2 as n, m —»oo
and simple arguments based on Holder's inequality show that the same is true

in LP [LPSe].
Then

/|/|p-2

C{pn'm)(C{pn'm)+ l)~xu -

Cpf

(strongly in U ) and /„,m.|/„,w|"-2

-

(strongly in LP'.) Thus

(Q/,/|/r2)=

lim (C^m)fn,m,fn,m\fn,m\p-2).

n, m—udo

So in the proof of (4.1) we may assume that V is bounded and in all subsequent
calculations we may assume also that all operators have the same domain. By
Theorem 3.1

\lm(Cpf,f\f\"-2)\ < ^0=

Re(Apf,f\fr2)

V/ e 3(AP).

Using the definition of PKß(A) and Theorem 3.3 we obtain V/ e 2¡(AP)

Re((Ap+ V+ - V- + C(ß))f, f\fr2)

>{x-ß^fTYyj

MApf,f\fr2).

n

Remark. More general classes of perturbations of submarkovian generators will

be considered in [LSe2].
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